Integrated Cards
and Labels
We are the UK’s largest producer of integrated forms
with extensive fire power and years of experience giving us
unrivalled capacity backed up by a clear understanding
of our customers’ needs.

Dynamic Solutions
Our integrated labels are used by
many of the UK’s leading retail brands
as part of their despatch solutions.
The reliability of our products and our
ability to provide a comprehensive
storage and fulfilment facility means
that we are a trusted and integral part
of the supply chain.
We are also able to offer a
comprehensive range of integrated
cards for the membership and
promotional sectors. With options for
dualam, peel out or butterfly cards, all
with fully laser compatible laminates
and variable shape and size cutters,
Integrity can supply eye catching
solutions across a range of card
products.
Our integrated division can also
produce parking permits, visitor passes
and photo cards. All our forms can
be supplied as plain or pre-printed
and we are also able to offer a range
of fulfilment options if you prefer to
outsource lasering and mailing.

Integrated cards
	Peel out, pop out, butterfly and
dualam cards plus laser and
signature compatible laminates in a
vast range of dimensions

Integrated and applied labels
	Duo-copy and non-copy available in
a wide range of shapes and sizes
	A choice of hot melt glue, cold glue
or pre-coated adhesives
	Peelable or permanent adhesives,
applied post-it style notes
	Bespoke design service

Laser pinmailers
	Licensed manufacturer of
Hydalam XO+1
	Hydalam XO+1 has full APACS
accreditation to level 3, as required
	Extensive range of secure
document solutions
	Three Hunkeler and two Tamarack
lines, with products available in 17”,
20”, 22” and 24” and as single-part,
multi-part or sheets.
	Up to 10 colours
	Great range of Integrated magnets,
die-cut windows, parking permits,
visitor passes, photo cards, pockets
and more.
All integrated products are available
as cut sheet and fanfold and some
on reels. We are happy to provide
full product training on all of our
integrated solutions.

To discuss your integrated
cards and labels needs or any
specific print challenges you
face, please contact us on

+44 (0)1761 409200
enquiries@integrity-print.com
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